
The Reason The Scamdemic Will Never End: Power

Description

Politicians, aka, the ruling class, never want this scamdemic to end, and for one reason: power.  The
more compliant the slaves become the more power they hand over to their masters. It’s past time to
figure out that government is a synonym for slavery.

Rahm Emanuel’s classic dictum for power-seeking officials was: “You never want a serious crisis to go
to waste.” Now they’ve adopted a corollary: You never want a crisis to end once you made sure it didn’t
go to waste.  No one cedes power willingly and the ruling class that lords over all of us now, in this
current historical space, is no different.

Power corrupts, and ultimate power corrupts ultimately.  We have seen it. We are living through it.  So
the masters are prolonging the national misery instead of easing it because they refuse to give up
power over the rest of us.

The nation’s crisis-mongers aren’t about to relinquish their hold over the public, so they’ve
set new goals that are as unachievable as they are unnecessary and harmful.

Making vaccines available to every American adult is no longer sufficient; now the crisis
cannot end until the entire population has been vaccinated. Instead of focusing efforts on
vaccinating the vulnerable, officials obsess on compelling universal obedience, even if that
means squandering vaccines on people who already have acquired natural immunity or are
at minimal risk of serious illness. –New York Post

If you still think this a “liberal” or “democrat” issue, the delusion that the right master commanding your
life will make all the difference has set it.  The left vs. right paradigm lie is just that, a lie and an illusion
of choice. Slaves have no choice.

They Are ALL IN ON IT! Republican Governors Try To Convince Followers To Take The Shot
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https://nypost.com/2021/08/24/anthony-fauci-apologizes-for-latest-gaffe-in-covid-analysis/
https://nypost.com/2021/08/24/power-seeking-pols-are-trying-to-create-a-never-ending-pandemic/
https://www.shtfplan.com/headline-news/left-vs-right-paradigm-lie-desantis-urges-vaccination
https://www.shtfplan.com/headline-news/they-are-all-in-on-it-republican-governors-try-to-convince-followers-to-take-the-shot


And don’t forget the forced vaccination clause conservative “hero” Ron DeSantis signed into law while
tricking the slaves into thinking it was about freedom:

DeSantis Betrays: Check Out What’s In His “Anti-Vaccine Passport” Law

They know they are congealing power and they know that people are figuring that out.  The problem
comes when a critical mass of us slaves finally realizes we are slaves and make the conscious
decision to no longer be. That is probably when our preps will be needed, because, as I said earlier,
they will not cede power willingly.

President Trump is Breaking Down the Neck of the Federal Reserve!

He wants zero rates and QE4!

You must prepare for the financial reset

We are running out of time

Download the Ultimate Reset Guide Now!
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